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Between 1877 and 1922, George

R. Sims – the follicly challenged

Victorian journalist, dramatist, and dog

owner – wrote a weekly column in the

radical Sunday newspaper The Referee.1 Published under the pen

name Dagonet (jester to King Arthur) it touched on everything from

the latest theatre gossip to the current political climate in Europe

and ‘the Empire’. And of course the state of his ever-ailing liver.2 Mr

Sims is also the subject of my soon-to-be completed PhD thesis and

author of the most famous British Christmas poem. Please insert

your own version of In the Workhouse: Christmas Day here – or

better yet, e-mail it to me at jako2c01@uni-trier.de. With that in

mind, I hope you will forgive me if this column occasionally appears

rather flippant for so serious a subject as academic research.

The A Million Pictures conference in Utrecht was an absolute

treat (more on that below). I would also like to draw your attention

to the project’s final workshop, which will take place at the Royal

Albert Memorial Museum in Exeter, 11–13 January 2018. On 12

January, it will feature a magic lantern spectacle at the local

Barnfield Theatre, open to the public. For more information, do not

hesitate to contact our Hon. Secretary and Santa lookalike Richard

Crangle at r.crangle@googlemail.com.

If you read any German, I can heartily recommend my dear

colleague Karen Eifler’s new book (see Karen’s article) – and if not,

you might still consider buying it, if only to impress dinner guests.

If you have ever consulted digitised newspapers for your own

research, you will be familiar with OCR (Optical Character

Recognition). It is a marvellous piece of technology that translates

printed text into machine-readable characters and thus enables full-

text searches of enormous amounts of material at one click. It is also

sometimes less than reliable and produces virtually unreadable word

salad when characters get mixed up. And sometimes, it results in

wonderful gems like this one. An advertisement for what I imagine

to be a most instructive series of ‘photographic views of all the farts

of the world’.

And, since Christmas looms large, I will leave you with a few

words on the festive season by our common acquaintance and

Christmas enthusiast George R. Sims. On Christmas Day of the year

1882, Mr Sims wrote the following in his ‘Mustard and Cress’

column:

So long as it brings with it a feeling that the rich ought to help the

poor, so long as it gives us Christmas treats in Board schools,

Christmas trees in hospitals, roast beef and plum pudding in the

workhouse, and a spark of generous feeling in hearts that are too

full of mammon to feel it at other times, it is something to be

thankful for. There are thousands who won’t let Christmas be

sneered down, who will love it and reverence it still, who with a

mighty effort tear the mask of Cynicism from their features, and

yield to the potent smell of the season.

FROM THE IVORY TOWER
DAGONET EDITION
Lydia Jakobs

NOTES
1.  As anyone familiar with Sims knows, he famously campaigned for an absolutely

ineffective  hair restorer called Tatcho. Fewer people might be aware of the fact that
in 1895, Sims printed invitations for ‘The Christening of Barney Barnato’, his beloved
bulldog.

2.  Ailing, one presumes, from his steady diet of ‘a little weak whiskey and water’.

and found materials from the beach. Everything was operated live by

the artist and her assistant with a complicated system of pulleys,

levers and a switchboard. For an impression, you can watch the

trailer https://vimeo.com/103496879.

The academic contributions were as diverse as they were

interesting. Presenters covered a wide range of regions and topics

from Alina Novik’s work in archives and newspapers to reconstruct

the history of the magic lantern in Russia to Márcia Vilarigues from

Lisbon University, a specialist in glass and preservation, who leads a

research project that is applying chemical analysis to the glass slides

of the Cinemateca Portuguesa.

It would be remiss of me if I did not mention some of the digital

resources and ways that researchers around the world are making

their material available to the public and the lantern community.

Anna Grasskamp of Hong

Kong Baptist University

introduced fascinating slides

of China – many of them

coloured – taken by

missionaries of the China

Inland Mission between the

1900s and 1930s. Digital

reproductions and additional

information is available at

https://library.hkbu.edu.hk/electronic/libdbs/lantern.html.

And if you speak Russian or are feeling adventurous, go to

http://goskatalog.ru/portal/#/collections, the website of the Ministry

of Culture of the Russian Federation and enter the Russian word for

‘diapositive’, (you can easily copy and paste it from

Google or any other online translator) to browse their collection of

lantern slides.

Richard Crangle

It’s hard to separate out any particular elements of a very enjoyable

and stimulating week, but I suppose the main attraction for me was

that this didn’t seem at all like ‘a conventional academic conference’.

The range of backgrounds, ages, career positions and interests of the

participants was surprising and impressive; the variety and quality of

work being discussed was high; there were lots of new faces as well

as some established people – and all of it in a very open and informal

atmosphere which made it possible to talk to anyone on any subject.

I learned a lot, and that’s not something you can always say at the

end of a conference! My personal highlight, like Lydia, was probably

the extraordinary projection show by Oona Libens (one of the vital

things I learned from the week was how many legs a shrimp has, and

more importantly what functions they all perform ...). But there were

many highlights, and the lasting impression is what an exciting time

it is to be a lantern researcher.

George R. Sims

диапозитив

Oona Libens performing

Examples from goskatalog.ru


